massively into the US and, obviously, interest rates in the US were affected, but by no means determined, by that. The overall high level of liquidity could have been undone by the Federal Reserve, which had discretion over interest rates. It could have raised them to slow down the bubble caused by easy credit expansion.
Usually, a wealth of savings is a blessing, not a problem. Having cheap money is a basis of strong economic growth. The problem is that the American financial system didn't do what it was supposed to do--which is manage risk and allocate capital to productive ends. We literally wasted that blessing and are now paying the price. But it is absurd to blame the Chinese.
NPQ j Among Obama's many challenges, isn't the overarching one correcting this imbalance in savings and consumption between the US and China? STIGLITZ ]In a globally integrated economy, the biggest challenge is to make sure there is adequate global aggregate demand, achieved through spending, when countries like China feel they must save high levels of dollar reserves to protect against international currency volatility.
After all, China's accumulation of reserves is a result of the IMF's mismanagement of the Asian financial crisis a decade or so ago. If countries know they can't rely on the IMF to help them, their best defense is their own reserve cushion. In a time of spreading global recession, too much emphasis on savings in surplus countries like China can impede prospects for global growth. STIGLITZ IThe proposal for a new global reserve currency--or Special Drawing Rights (SDR)--is a good idea for many reasons. Yes, for the Chinese it would cushion any fall in the value of the dollar per se because it would only be part of a basket of other currencies, including the y'en and the euro. But, above all, a new basket reserve currency would stimulate global aggregate demand by vastly reducing the fear of currency volatility, which, as I said, is what has led countries like China to put away so much money in reserves instead of spend it.
There are other benefits. As a matter of sound economics, the well-being of the world should not depend on the management of a single currency. Currency risk would be diversified through a basket reserve unit, creating stability and confidence all around. Finally, there is an equity issue. Because the dollar is the reserve currency of the world, especially in a downturn where investors flee to safety., the US can suck STIGLITZ j Actually, it would be very much in the long-term interest of the US because it would help de-financialize the American economy. Of course, the US gets a bit of a break by being able to borrowv at low costs fr-om the rest of the world.
But that comes at a macroeconomic cost at home. One way of looking at it is that the US has turned to exporting T-bills instead of automobiles or other commodities.
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